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Sustainable and responsible investment in
Switzerland is as enigmatic as the mountains that
dominate the land. On the one hand, the country has
a relatively high number of asset manager signatories
to the United Nations-Supported Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI): 42 in total, and a
further 14 professional service partners.

On the other hand, it has just six signatories among
Swiss asset owners, three of which are pension funds, and most of whom
are featured in this RI Insight special.

The number is surprisingly low considering that Switzerland has more than
2,000 pension schemes.

But, dig below the surface and there is much more happening amongst
the country’s asset owners than the numbers reveal. More than 150
pension schemes are members of Ethos, the Swiss foundation for socially
responsible investment and active share ownership, and Switzerland is
making strides in co-ordinating its efforts through the Swiss Sustainable
Finance organization profiled in the report. Many of the country’s other
asset owners are also ‘doing’ sustainable investment, even if they don’t
shout about it. The Swiss decentralised mindset means they aren’t ready
signatories to co-ordinating bodies like the PRI, nor natural adopters of
foreign ideas. The Swiss like to do it their own way. So it is with Swiss
banks, where there are huge developments under way in sustainable
wealth management and impact investing. It’s a fascinating market. This
RI Insight report goes under the mountain to look at why more is
happening in Switzerland in responsible investment than you might think.

We hope you enjoy reading it. 
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It’s interesting that the United Nations-supported
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI),
considered the credential for asset owners that

want to invest sustainably, has not had more of an
impact in Switzerland. The Alpine republic is home
to some of the world’s most breath-taking nature
and the Swiss are among Europe’s biggest buyers of
fair trade products and sustainable funds. In 2013,
for example, 60% of the €46bn in assets managed
sustainably in Switzerland came from retail clients. 

Despite these ideal conditions, the PRI counts six
signatories among Swiss asset owners, three of which are
pension funds. That’s tiny considering that the country has
more than 2,000 pension schemes that, between them,
hold CHF612bn (€569bn) in assets. The statistic, however,
does not mean there are only six institutions investing
sustainably. There are plenty of others doing so without PRI
certification, for example Stiftung Abendrot, a CHF1.2bn
sustainable pension fund in Basle, or the Aargauische
Pensionskasse (APK), a CHF7.1bn civil servants scheme that
has equities managed sustainably by RobecoSAM. 

Still, the PRI statistic is an indication that sustainable
investing is not (yet) part of the institutional mainstream
in Switzerland. Experts give several reasons for this,
including, for cost reasons, the preference among Swiss

pension funds for passive equity
investing (i.e. conventional stock
indices) as well as concerns that
sustainability depresses returns.
“Another factor is an incident in the
early 2000s where several schemes lost
a good deal of money on green
investments,” says a sustainability
expert at a Swiss bank who asked not
to be named. “Such investments are of
course not only what the movement is

about, but it added to the scepticism.”
Hanspeter Konrad, Managing Director of Swiss

pension fund association ASIP, says that while he is not
familiar with the incident, he doesn’t believe Swiss
schemes are sceptical of sustainable investing per se. “I
don’t see it, and the fact is that several of our members

have embraced the strategy,” said Konrad told
Responsible Investor in an interview in Zurich. “As far as
the others are concerned, they are not 
so much sceptical as they are unfamiliar
with the theme. That is why ASIP, for
several years now, has been holding
workshops on how to sustainably
invest.” The workshops have been done
in association with the Center for Social
and Sustainable Products (CSSP), a
Liechtenstein-based consultancy. Nest
Anlagestiftung, a CHF2bn multi-employer scheme that is
one of the PRI’s six Swiss signatories, also gives annual
presentations for ASIP members regarding its sustainable
strategy (See also Nest interview in this report). 

Konrad stresses that while ASIP is educating its
members about the merits of strategy – like, for example,
how it can help minimise risks to shareholder value – it
does not want to proscribe it. “Since our members invest

“ASIP, for several 
years now, has been
holding workshops on
how to sustainably
invest ”

“ the PRI statistic is an
indication that
sustainable investing
is not (yet) part of
the institutional
mainstream in
Switzerland. ”
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Hanspeter Konrad 
Managing Director, ASIP

ASIP, the Swiss pension
fund association:
RI is in the culture, but voluntary
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money for 30 years, sustainable investing fits with our
culture. However, each scheme has to decide for itself
how to go about it. It has to, for example, work out for
itself what the costs are relative to the expected return,”
he says. As to why there are not more PRI signatories in
Switzerland, Konrad says ASIP’s members see sustainable
investing as something that is voluntary “and not
something that is to be thrust on them.” Though a
voluntary club, membership in the PRI means paying dues
and reporting on the extent to which one integrates ESG

(environmental, social and governance)
factors in the investment process.

In any event, Swiss pension funds
recently took a big step toward
sustainability. That’s because of the so-
called Minder initiative, which, starting
this year, requires the schemes to vote
on executive pay at the listed Swiss
firms they invest in and then inform
their insured on how they voted. They
are, in other words, already practicing
the “G” in ESG. It certainly wasn’t their
choice, though. In the run-up to the
March 2013 national referendum that

paved the way for Minder, ASIP openly opposed the
initiative because of the voting requirement it entailed. In
its stead, ASIP favoured an alternative proposal whereby
Swiss schemes could, because of cost or hassle, decide
not to vote. Though ultimately rejected, the alternative
was better than Minder in one regard: It would have
allowed shareholders to vote on the structure of executive
pay and not just on absolute sums as called for by
Minder. Ethos, the Swiss proxy firm that is one of
Switzerland’s (and indeed Europe’s) fiercest advocates of
good corporate governance, supported the alternative
precisely for this reason. Ethos, by the way, has been
backed for several years by more than 100 Swiss 
pension funds, including APK, Abendrot and Nest,
reflecting that a significant portion of the institutional
market was taking corporate governance seriously even
before Minder.

Just on Minder, does ASIP believe it will be effective in

stopping the kind of excessive compensation of executives
that has been seen at such companies as Novartis, UBS
and Credit Suisse? Konrad says that as Swiss schemes
collectively own about 6% of the share
capital of listed Swiss firms, how they vote
on executive pay will certainly matter. “It’s
clear that if our members would pool
their votes on a matter, this would cause
a certain dynamism and influence other
shareholders.” To illustrate what he
means, ASIP’s MD points to this year’s
showdown at Swiss chemicals firm Sika.
There, a coalition of Swiss shareholders
led by Ethos helped to block a takeover of
Sika by French glass group Saint Gobain.
While an Ethos-sponsored motion that
would have forced Saint Gobain to bid for all Sika shares
and not “opt-out” by acquiring just a 16% stake with
majority voting rights failed at last April’s annual meeting,
Ethos’ efforts turned other big shareholders against Saint
Gobain. Among the most prominent in this group were
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation as well as asset
management firms Threadneedle and Fidelity. Together,
the two anti-Saint Gobain camps (15% of Sika’s share
capital) provided the crucial support for the board
directors at Sika who wanted to keep the Swiss firm
independent. Whether Saint Gobain would abandon its
bid for Sika in the face of such huge shareholder
opposition was unclear as RI went to press.

Regarding other examples of where Swiss schemes
are beginning to think about sustainability – if not the PRI
- Konrad says that because bonds are simply not
providing decent returns, ASIP’s members are looking for
alternatives, which could mean more investment in
renewables. “Energy efficiency is also an important theme
for our members, considering that they have 20% of their
assets in real estate,” he says, adding, though, that in
both cases the costs have to justify the return expected. It
seems then that if the PRI continues to not really resonate
in the Swiss institutional market, it won’t be because of
what it represents. Instead, it’s probably just because of
the country’s fiercely independent mentality. 
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“ the so-called Minder
initiative . . . requires
the schemes to vote
on executive pay at
the listed Swiss firms
they invest in and
then inform their
insured on how they
voted. ”

“ It’s clear that if our
members would pool
their votes on a
matter, this would
cause a certain
dynamism and
influence other
shareholders. ”
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Michael Baldinger, the bullish Chief
Executive Officer at RobecoSAM in
Zurich, is a man on a mission: to make

Switzerland the home of sustainable asset
management. He realises he still has a big job on
his hands: “When it comes to Sustainability
Investing (SI) Switzerland is absolutely behind, no
doubt. We talk about the SFr71bn number as the
current measure of the SI market here, but it is a
low level considering that Switzerland is the
largest country in the world for wealth
management. It is moving in the right direction,
but it’s a ‘cute’ size in comparison to other
markets.”

That the United Nations-Supported PRI counts just six
signatories among Swiss asset owners, three of which are
pension funds, bears him out, especially considering that
Switzerland has more than 2,000 pension schemes.

Baldinger points out that many Swiss industrial
companies are incredibly innovative, so
it’s not a cultural issue. And he adds
that health and sustainability is intrinsic
to the Swiss way of thinking: “When I
returned to Switzerland after working
in the US I was amazed by how
popular healthier food had become.
Swiss people care about what they eat
and what they put in their body. They

are very conscious how they behave and are extremely
environmentally aware. It already starts in school; my
daughter even tells me to turn off the engine when we’re
stuck in traffic!” But, as he acknowledges, money in
Switzerland has a conservative profile. Ally this to
decentralisation of the country and that the Swiss
generally “do not like to be told what to do by any

central governing body”, and Baldinger believes you get
some sense of why take up of SI has been sluggish: “I
think there's a bit of this in terms of the PRI in that Swiss
investors do not like signing up to initiatives that tell
them what to do.” 

However, he adds that this does not mean that Swiss
investors are unsustainable: “Swiss investors do care
what they do with their money and its
impact, but they are very cautious. They
do not jump at the first thing they see
and I think that sustainability in
Switzerland is still a new phenomenon
for a lot of investors. They are watching
it closely though. They first want to make
sure they know what they are doing, why
they're doing it, how they can
communicate it, before making a move.” 

There is beneficiary demand. Nearly three-fourths of
Swiss pension fund members polled in a market survey in
September last year said they wanted their schemes to
invest sustainably and another 60% said they would be
willing to sacrifice some return in exchange for their
schemes doing so. These were some of the key findings
of a representative survey among pension scheme
beneficiaries from around Switzerland compiled by Swiss
think-tank gfs-zürich Markt & Sozialforschung for
RobecoSAM.

That there are 42 Swiss fund manager signed-up to
the UNPRI, Baldinger also notes, is a sign of potential,
even if he’s well aware of the commercial imperatives to
do so: “The discussions that I have out there with very
senior people in the Swiss investment community also
suggests there are some major changes happening in the
way that investing is talked about, even compared to just
2 years ago.” He says the fund manager has been in

Michael Baldinger,
CEO, RobecoSAM: 
Promoting Switzerland as a
centre of sustainable excellence.

“my daughter even
tells me to turn off
the engine when
we’re stuck in
traffic! ”

“Swiss investors do
care what they do
with their money
and its impact, but
they are very
cautious ”
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discussions with some of the largest Swiss wealth
managers that, he says, want to ‘normalise’ sustainable

investment: “In the last 12 months we
have seen a huge amount of very
inspirational thinking coming out of
the Swiss banking sector.”

RobecoSAM itself launched an
impact investing platform earlier this
year to enable investors to quantify
and optimise the environmental
impacts of their listed equity and
corporate bond portfolios. It measures
the impact of investors’ portfolios on a
range of environmental indicators -
greenhouse gas emissions, energy

consumption, water use and waste generation - and
shows the magnitude of their portfolios’ environmental
impact per invested dollar.

The platform uses the data collected from
RobecoSAM’s corporate sustainability assessment (CSA),
an annual ESG analysis of more than 2,900 listed
companies, used also for the Dow Jones Sustainability
Indices.

Baldinger believes that the education endeavours
over the years of managers like RobecoSAM are bearing
fruit: “Asset managers like us have developed tools that
have enhanced the tangibility of sustainable investments.
We can now show asset owners what SI does and does
not mean in terms of the risk/return profile or
environmental impact of their portfolio. This makes a big
difference when talking to investors”. 

However, he says he does not necessarily believe the
number of Swiss asset owner signatures to the PRI will
rise: “For me that's fine though, because I can see what is

happening behind the scenes, which is more important
than signing up.”

One issue Baldinger believes Switzerland must make
progress on is gender balance: “This country is still very
much a boys club, I’m afraid to say. I think we should have
a more progressive stance. I don't believe in quotas, but
we need more women in senior positions, so we need to
work out how to achieve that. This is my personal opinion.
Gender is, of course, just one diversity measure that can
lead to better running of companies, but it is the biggest.”

While Baldinger concedes that there has not been
much in the way of Swiss regulation on Sustainable
Investment, he points encouragingly to a number of
relevant inquiries and initiatives in the market such as
Swiss Sustainable Finance: “There was for example a very
good initiative three years ago from the Swiss Bankers
and the Funds & Asset Management
Associations to promote the country as
a leading centre for asset management.”
But apart from that announcement not
much has happened since, according to
local media reports.

“Despite the strength of the wealth
market, we have never really created an
equally strong asset management
market here in Switzerland. I think we
now have the opportunity to create the
related quality products alongside
famous Swiss client servicing. How great
would it be if we could add sustainable
investment products to this expertise
push and reposition Switzerland as the
most sustainable financial market in the world. I do 
think it's absolutely possible!”

“ In the last 12
months we have
seen a huge
amount of very
inspirational
thinking coming
out of the Swiss
banking sector ”

“How great would it
be if we could add
sustainable
investment products
to this expertise
push and reposition
Switzerland as the
most sustainable
financial market in
the world ”

Michael Baldinger,
CEO, RobecoSAM
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CAP Prévoyance, the SFR4bn Geneva-based pensions and insurance
fund may not be an asset owner member of the United Nations-
supported Principles for Responsible investment, but one of its 
main investment drivers is ESG integration. Indeed, its investment
regulations contain a ‘Charter of Responsible Investment Principles’.
As Nicolas Nussbaum, Deputy Director of CAP Prévoyance, who
oversees its external asset managers explains, the fund seeks
explanations from all its fund providers about how 
they consider ESG issues.

Looking 
under 
the CAP:
the responsible 
investment strategy 
of the pension fund 
for the city of Geneva
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CAP Prévoyance is a public pension fund that looks
after the retirement and insurance (invalidity, death-in-
service) benefits of the personnel of the city of Geneva
and 41 local communes (as well as 6 other external
institutions), and the Services Industriels de Genève (SIG)
a local public company providing electricity, gaz and
water. It comprises two separate but jointly managed

pension funds, that of the city and
communes (Caisse de prévoyance
interne Ville et Communes) and
another for the SIG (Caisse de
prévoyance interne SIG).

The fund is part of the Swiss
second pillar for retirement; an
additional level to the state pension of
work-based additional retirement

savings introduced in federal law in 1985.
Importantly, Nussbaum explains that about a third of

the fund’s asset exposure is in real estate (35% for CVC
and 31.5% for SIG), the majority of which is in directly
owned housing apartments. The allocation is entirely
internally managed, except for a listed real estate
portion.

For these property investments, the fund applies
environmental criteria such as energy efficiency standards
and guidance on the use of non-toxic materials.
Reflecting its status as a public body, it also has clear
guidelines on employee labour rights to be followed by
companies working on the housing buildings owned by
the fund . 

A further third of the fund’s assets is in equities (34%
for CVC and 32% for SIG), which are externally managed.
The lion’s share (60-70%) of the equities is in Switzerland
and Europe. Nussbaum notes the relatively low bond

exposure (22% and 27.5%), and
private equity at approximately 4%.

About 15 years ago, the fund
signed up to become a member of
Ethos, the Swiss proxy advisory firm
which votes on behalf of more than
150 Swiss pension schemes, to exercise
its own shareholder voting rights for
this equity exposure. 

Nussbaum explains that as a public
fund, CAP Prévoyance felt it had a ‘civic

duty’ to play as a financial steward of its beneficiaries’
assets with a clear accent on promoting good corporate
governance and business integrity. As a member, the
fund is itself a signatory to the code of good conduct of
ASIP, the Swiss pension fund association (ASIP:
Association Suisse des Institutions de Prévoyance).

Pictet, the fund’s custodian holds the fund’s voting
rights and exercises them under instruction from Ethos,
although Nussbaum says CAP Prévoyance has a veto if
necessary on the vote where it does not agree with the
Ethos line. He says the fund also seeks to influence its
mutual fund managers to vote in line with its segregated
managers, although he notes this is somewhat more
complicated due to the capital pooling element.

The fund is also a member of Ethos’ engagement

pool, which groups together investors to decide on joint
lobby actions with companies. Nussbaum says this
engagement approach has mostly focused on board
oversight and remuneration issues in Switzerland: “Our
engagement is linked to our voting
policy. We think this active approach is
justified by our position as a fund
running public money and on which we
have public, regional and trades union
board members. Our beneficiaries are
also informed about our strategy.”
However, Nussbaum says he doesn’t
believe the recent Minder law requiring
Swiss pension funds to declare whether
they vote their shares will impact the
fund’s existing approach. 

The fund also has an overarching
ethical policy for its investment. It
excludes companies in the arms and
pornography industries. It also takes a
broader values-based decision on asset
classes by not investing in hedge funds or
commodities funds. Nussbaum says this because of
“reputational risks” around both investment types.

It has, however, been gradually developing a
thematic approach for environmental investment, which
while still small is growing. Nussbaum says the fund
already has some indirect exposure to wind farms and
aims to look at investing in renewables and energy
efficiency allocations in its future strategy (thematic
approach).

“Reflecting its status 
as a public body, it
(CAP Prévoyance) also
has clear guidelines
on employee labour 
rights ”

“Our engagement is
linked to our voting
policy. We think this
active approach is
justified by our
position as a fund
running public
money and on which
we have public,
regional and trades
union board
members ”

“The fund is part of
the Swiss second
pillar for retirement;
an additional level to
the state pension ”

Nicolas Nussbaum, 
Deputy Director, CAP Prévoyance
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Should sceptics still need proof that sustainable
investing does not come at the expense of
returns, they should consider the example of

Nest Sammelstiftung, a Swiss multi-employer
pension fund. Founded in 1983 as a socially
responsible investor – i.e. one that chiefly relies on
exclusion – Nest is impressive both from a
performance and stability perspective. In 2012 and
2013, the scheme returned 6.4% and in 2014 as
much as 10.2%. Nest’s coverage ratio, or the extent
to which pension liabilities are fully funded,
currently stands at 115%. 

Small wonder then that the scheme has seen
robust growth, with the number of insured rising
50% in the past five years to total almost 18,000.

These insured are employed at
around 3,000 small and midsize
enterprises (SMEs) in Switzerland.
Naturally, many more insured
means more assets to look after,
and Peter Signer, Nest’s Chief
Investment Officer, says that in the
six years since he joined the fund,
the volume of pension assets has
more than tripled to CHF2bn. “I
can’t say if the above-average
growth is due to our sustainable
mission, our attractive pension
plans or even our returns. It’s

probably a mix of all factors,” he says. 
Nest’s strong returns in past years have come

despite the fact that it has a very consequential
exclusion policy. According to Signer, the scheme
excludes nuclear power, genetic engineering,
weapons and companies that violate human rights
by relying on child labour, as well as those guilty of
corruption. “We also exclude sectors that are
contributing to societal problems – for example
tobacco, alcohol and gambling. We don’t even
have auto companies in the portfolio because of

the link between carbon emissions and climate
change,” said Signer, who was interviewed at the
Zurich-based pension fund. In deciding what
companies to exclude, Nest relies on a filter
provided by Swiss ESG (environmental, social and
governance) firm Inrate, in which it also has a
shareholding. Citing the example of auto firms,
Signer says they were ejected from the portfolio
because Inrate’s filter, which works on a ‘best-in-
service’ basis (in terms of societal value), preferred
public transport firms. 

Inrate’s filter severely shrinks Nest’s universe of
investable stocks. As a result, the
scheme says that only around 30%
of listed Swiss companies qualify for
consideration, adding that the same
is true of companies on the
benchmark MSCI-World Index.
When companies are selected,
Nest’s allocation to them is heavy,
with 31% of Nest’s assets going to
shares. The scheme also has another
36% of assets in bonds – again selected according
to Inrate’s filter – and 23% in real estate. Of the
latter share, half is invested in funds and the other
half directly in properties around Switzerland.
Rounding out the portfolio is a 7% allocation to
private equity funds. Included in the private equity
allocation is 2% in infrastructure, that is primarily
renewable and energy efficiency projects. Nest also
sees to it that the properties it owns rank highly in
terms of energy efficiency. 

Signer admits though that as Inrate’s
sustainable filter does not cover private equity
investments or those in emerging markets, 
Nest cannot say that its entire portfolio is
sustainable. “We believe our sustainable approach
is unique in the German-speaking lands. But for
the sake of diversification, we’ve had to
compromise some,” he says. Regarding private

“When companies are
selected, Nest’s
allocation to them is
heavy, with 31% of
Nest’s assets going to
shares ”

“ I can’t say if the
above-average
growth is due to our
sustainable mission,
our attractive
pension plans or
even our returns. It’s
probably a mix of all
factors ”

The ethical
Nest egg: 
Nest Sammelstiftung, the Swiss
multi-employer pension fund
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equity investments, however, Signer adds that
while Nest used to only focus on the track record,
“now we ask hard questions about their
sustainability too, and if they are answered to our

satisfaction, we invest.”
If Nest is proof that sustainable

investing works, why have not
more of its peers in Switzerland
embraced the principle? Of the
more than 2,000 Swiss pension
funds, only three, including Nest,
have signed up to the Principles
for Responsible Investment (PRI),
and a handful more non-PRI
signatories, above all the
CHF1.2bn multi-employer scheme
Stiftung Abendrot, are adherents.

This is surprising considering that a recent survey
from Swiss asset manager RobecoSAM reflects that
nearly three-fourths of Swiss pension fund
members want their schemes to invest sustainably
(see also RobecoSAM interview in this report). In
fact, another 60% of those queried said they
would be willing to sacrifice some return for the
sake of sustainability. Not that they have to.

Signer gives two reasons why sustainability has
not really taken root in the Swiss institutional
market. The first has to do with the lack of
information and the second with the way they are
structured. As to the first reason, he says: “Because
many in Switzerland are misinformed about what
sustainable investing means, they tend to buy the
myth that it costs return.” To illustrate his point,

Signer recounts a roundtable on sustainability in
which he took part. During the discussion, the
suggestion was made to obligate Swiss pension
funds to invest sustainably. Says Signer: “That
provoked a reaction from a Swiss parliamentarian
who stood up to say: ‘But the schemes are obliged
to generate returns!’ I responded by asking
whether he was aware that a representative of
Nest was present.”

The second reason concerns their structure.
Unlike Nest or Stiftung Abendrot, which as multi-
employer schemes have to recruit companies and
their employees, many Swiss schemes are just tied
to single companies. A high degree of
sophistication in investing, which is required to
integrate ESG, is not really needed. Instead,
corporate schemes prefer a passive
approach to equity investment,
which means that they buy
conventional indices that lack
sustainable components. That is
certainly legitimate from a cost
perspective. Says Signer: “It’s just a
different world than ours. We are in
the spotlight, which means for
example that if we get hit with
reputational risk, we might lose
members. That’s not the case with
corporate schemes. If they get hit,
it’s less of a problem, for the insured
can’t leave for lack of an alternative.”

That said, Signer agrees that the so-called
Minder initiative, which obliges Swiss pension
funds to vote on executive pay at the Swiss
investees, is a step forward for sustainability, in
that it forces them to consider the “G” in ESG. The
caveat is that schemes invested in Swiss companies
via funds face no voting requirement. Along with
other institutions, Nest is invested in Swiss firms
through a stock fund managed by Swiss private
bank Vontobel. While this relieves the scheme of
its voting duty, leaving it instead to the fund’s
managers, Signer says Nest is
discussing the possibility that the
fund follows the voting
recommendations of Ethos, the
Swiss proxy firm that is a known
champion of ethical corporate
governance. “From our standpoint
though, the E and the S are more
important, so the fund’s managers
are more focussed on the selection
of stocks as per our wishes.”

To explain how it’s done, that is
integrate ESG into the investment
process, Signer, on the invitation of Swiss pension
fund association ASIP, has even held workshops for
ASIP members. When it comes to the virtues of
sustainable investing, Nest Sammelstiftung is
leading by example. 
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“We believe our
sustainable approach
is unique in the
German-speaking
lands. But for the 
sake of diversification,
we’ve had to
compromise some ”

“Signer agrees the so-
called Minder initiative,
which obliges Swiss
pension funds to vote
on executive pay at the
Swiss investees, is a
step forward for
sustainability, in that it
forces them to consider
the “G” in ESG ”

Peter Signer, 
Chief Investment Officer, Nest

“From our standpoint
though, the E and the
S are more important,
so the fund’s
managers are more
focussed on the
selection of stocks as
per our wishes. ”
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When UBS, the Swiss banking giant,
appointed Dr. Caroline Anstey as Global
Head of newly created UBS and Society in

September 2014, it was taking a major step forward
in tying its business more closely to societal
outcomes. It was also looking forward to where
future business could come from. 

The Program is focused on sustainable investing,
philanthropy, environmental and human rights policies,
and community investment. Anstey reports directly to Juerg
Zeltner, UBS President Wealth Management, and Chi-Won
Yoon, President Asia Pacific, giving an idea of the business
focus and geographical breadth of the position and has a
global remit working across UBS business divisions. 

That’s familiar terrain for Anstey, a former Managing
Director of the World Bank who had special responsibility
for its operational services, policies and systems,
modernization drive and gender issues. Before that she had
held the post of Vice President of External Affairs, after
earlier serving as Chief of Staff under former World Bank
President Robert B. Zoellick.

At UBS, she says her role is to scale
up the bank’s sustainable and
philanthropic investment presence,
where it sees clear business opportunity,
help oversee its environmental and
human rights policies, and deepen its
community footprint.

“I think of it as two-hands clapping:
do no harm and promote sustainable
investment,” says Anstey.

In terms of the former, she says the bank already has a
sizeable risk team that looks after policies, exclusions and
areas of contention based on a red flag system through
which controversial issues are brought up within the bank

and handled by relevant specialists. 
She is keener to point up where she believes the bank

can achieve societal impact and business development
through ‘sustainable capital formation’: “Banks were
historically at the forefront of capital formation and social
innovation, but that role got lost somewhat over the
decades and it is important to bring it back to the core of
banking. I don’t think the founders of UBS would have any
trouble recognising it as fundamental to good business.”

Aside from the increasing amount of
regulatory pressure for banks to be more
sustainable, she says embracing the
change is also about future business: “The
figure I’ve seen for the transfer of wealth
down to millennials alone in the U.S.
something like $31 trillion in assets. And
they as a generation are looking at their
money in a very different way from the
one before them. We as a bank have to be
alert to that. In addition, you have what is
being called the new ‘emerging market’ of women with
disposable income. There is a lot of research looking at
whether they have the same savings trends as men. There
is also increasing desire for retail investors to choose
products that are more aligned with their values.”

These trends are crucial, she says, when you consider
UBS’ position as the world’s largest wealth manager with €2
trillion in assets: “Just think about what that means in terms
of relevant product development in the coming years!” 

One of Anstey’s major successes at the World Bank was
the creation of an innovative regional disaster insurance
scheme for Caribbean states giving governments immediate
access to funds after hurricanes and earthquakes.

She’s similarly enthused by the potential for
philanthropic and investment capital to make a difference

Two
sustainable
hands
clapping

“ I think of it as
two-hands
clapping: do no
harm and promote
sustainable
investment ”

“The figure I’ve seen
for the transfer of
wealth down to
millennials is
something like $31
trillion in assets ”

Dr. Caroline Anstey, 
Global Head UBS and Society
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on the ground in countries where money is needed: “If you
can shift a small percentage of the assets in the wealth
space to social‘impact’ then you are doing a lot of good
work. I think we’re in a sweet spot where we can craft
products with both a financial and social return. I wouldn’t
be doing this job if I didn’t think that was the case.”

She believes there is also more scope for innovation in
approaches to public/private investment where the bank
could be involved akin to the alliances between the tech
industry and development organisations in area such as
vaccines, food and water, apps and crowdsourcing: “I
think there is a lot of space for financial expertise to come

in here also and help solve some of
these big social and development
challenges and that UBS can be part of
that innovation.” She points to the
work of the UBS Optimus Foundation
in the launch of the first Development
Impact Bond last year in India. The
scheme, jointly run with the Children’s
Investment Fund Foundation, Educate
Girls and Instiglio, is a pilot to address
high dropout rates and poor education
quality in Rajasthan, India, where 40%
of girls leave school before reaching

fifth grade and only 15% of primary school children can
read a simple story. The UBS Optimus Foundation invested
$277,000 in this ground-breaking pilot pay-per-results
scheme for social projects.

However, Anstey says that while she sees great
potential for growth in impact investment, she also sees
problems around definition and design. “Investors are
looking for increased social return but they don’t need
these products to be over-engineered. I think we should be
careful in trying to build Rolls Royce-level monitoring and
evaluation systems when good quality standard vehicles
will be more practical. Perfection can sometimes be the
enemy of the good. What we really need are products that
can achieve scale.”

Green bonds is one such area, she notes, where
pragmatism could bring major results, especially if it
becomes, as looks likely, a major theme for politicians and
climate finance ahead of COP21.

In June this year, UBS made its first move into green
bonds via its Wealth Management Americas business
acting as a distributor for World Bank green bonds to its
US high-net-worth clients. 

She believes the same applies to ESG integration for
asset owners, where she believes there is good regulatory
stimulus encouraging institutions to invest their money
sustainably, but a key will be proactive action: “My belief
is that you don’t want to be pushed into this, you need to
get out in front.”

But she underscores that for many 
a menu approach will be important:
“Some will want to exclude companies
on controversial issues like tobacco or
cluster munitions, etc. Others will want
sustainable integrated investment, 
others more impact and social return.”

She says UBS is doing work, 
however, around the question of
investment performance, to counter
what it feels are continuing false notions
that investing responsibly means
underperformance: “We believe there 
is a win-win potential, and we are 
doing more research into this.”

For the moment, one of Anstey's
main tasks is to help build up
“sustainability capability” within its wealth 
management platform, which is open architecture: “We
want to look at where we have competitive advantage.
We have also committed that 100% of our client
conversations will include a discussion on sustainable
investment and philanthropy and we have to now deliver
on that. There’s a lot happening: it’s very exciting!”

“ I think we should be
careful in trying to
build Rolls Royce-
level systems when
good quality
standard vehicles
will be more
practical ”

“Some will want to
exclude companies
on controversial
issues like tobacco or
cluster munitions,
etc. Others will 
want sustainable
integrated
investment, others
more impact and
social return ”
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When Dominique Biedermann stepped up
in June to become Chairman of Ethos, the
Swiss foundation for socially responsible

investment and active share ownership, it was the
end of an era. Biedermann started Geneva-based
Ethos and held the CEO role for 18 years.

Vincent Kaufmann, his former Deputy took over as
CEO in June.

The Foundation’s history could read for that of active
corporate governance itself in Switzerland.

Kaufmann is very much part of that legacy having
joined Ethos in 2004 as a corporate governance analyst.
Now a 200 strong pension fund collective for responsible
investment, it has been nothing short of revolutionary.

There are very outfits like it in the world.
Its governance influence can clearly be
seen locally in the 2014 Minder
regulation that requires Swiss pension
funds to vote on executive pay at AGMs
and report to beneficiaries on how they
voted. It also has echoes internationally
in initiatives such as the UK Investor
Forum.

It is fitting then to roll back the
years with Biedermann and talk about
Ethos’ journey and the development of

institutional voting and engagement in his home market.
Ethos started in 1997 when Biedermann was the Director
of the pension fund of the Canton of Geneva. Following a
merger this became known as the CIA (Caisse de
prévoyance du personnel enseignant de l’instruction
publique et des fonctionnaires de l’administration du
canton de Genève). The CIA then merged with another
Geneva public fund for medical staff, the CEH (Caisse de
prévoyance du personnel des établissements publics
médicaux du canton de Genève).

Since the beginning of 2014, these merged entities
operate as the Caisse de prévoyance de l’Etat de Genève
(CPEG), managing SFr 11bn with a clear responsible
investment policy for 67,000 members of which 22,000
are retirees.

Back then, Biedermann says his fund’s board was split
politically between left and right: “My task was to find
common ground. We brought the two sides together
around an understanding that fiduciary duty could sit
alongside sustainability by running money on responsible

investment lines. We realised though that if you want to
manage your assets on an ESG basis it costs money.
Therefore you need some kind of pooling structure.”
Biedermann knew another Swiss pension fund that wanted
to do the same. Ethos was born of two pension scheme
parents: the CIA fund and the fund for building workers in
Geneva. It was structured as a foundation under Swiss law
to promote socially responsible investment. It is a not-for-
profit structure split between the Foundation and Ethos
Services, its private, profit-making arm whose dividends are
paid to its Foundation owner.

At its inception, Biedermann notes,
only a small number of retail shareholders
criticized companies at annual general
meetings: “It was something of a
sideshow,” he notes. Ethos’ approach of
bringing institutional shareholders into the
picture was novel. Exercising voting rights
was its first goal. A few years later, it
added a second: the promotion of a stable
and prosperous economy: “The first was practical, the
second was more of a guiding hand. It's not just enough to
have the tools, you also need to have a direction, a mission
of changing things,” he says.

Ethos grew quickly to 20 members, then stagnated.
One reason was fear of being publicly ‘difficult’ with Swiss
companies: “Some pension funds involved did not want to
have their names mentioned: it was another world to some
extent,” says Biedermann.

Another hurdle was financial proof. Biedermann adds:
“We realised that we needed to demonstrate to other
pension funds that money could be managed soundly on
the lines we were promoting. So we launched a fund!”

The fund quickly grew to SFr50m and investors in the
pool also received Ethos’ voting analysis, which they could
use for their other portfolios. Some were more interested in
the voting service than the fund itself, so a separate paid-
for service for proxy advice was carved out.

At about the same time, two committed funds, the
canton of Geneva and the city of Zürich said they wanted
to engage with companies on ESG issues and were
prepared to pay Ethos to work on their behalf. Biedermann
recounts: “It was very interesting because there was a
French and German balance, which is good in Switzerland.
We started with an engagement universe of 50 of the
largest Swiss companies, then 100. It was very Swiss-style

Ethos: Back to
the ESG future

“Now a 200 strong
pension fund
collective for
responsible
investment, it
(Ethos) has been
nothing short of
revolutionary ”

“We realised though
that if you want to
manage your assets
on an ESG basis it
costs money ”
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discreet discussion with companies to begin with. Our
approach was transversal: we wanted to ask the same
questions to different companies, not just single out two or
three.”

This year, it passed the mark of 100 pension funds that
are part of the Ethos Engagement Pool, now representing
Sfr 17bn in Swiss equities assets: Says Biedermann: “Today,
we have a serious level of institutional assets mobilized for
engagement. We usually represent something like 1.3 or
1.4% of a Swiss market capitalisation, but with our voting
recommendations, which reach SFr 40bn or so in assets,

this grows to 3-5% for AGM votes.”
In many of the biggest corporate

governance battles in Switzerland today,
the vote of Ethos carries weight. And
being involved in governance battles
carries less risk now, as Biedermann
notes: “In 2005, we decided that
because we demand lots of transparency
from companies, we ourselves had to be
transparent. We put all of our member
names on the internet. No one left.”

Getting down to the actual business
of what Ethos asks for, Biedermann
notes that there is a big difference
between governance issues, which are
decided at board level, and

environmental and social issues which are usually handed
to internal specialists. Ethos, he says, has been
campaigning to get all three managed at board level as
part of overall company strategy.

On governance, it focused at the beginning on board
composition, independence and diversity.

In 2004, it began work on executive pay and
transparency, then the structure of remuneration, and now

the quantum. On the environmental side, its focus has
been on corporate CO2 disclosure to organisations like
CDP. On the social side, it started by just getting Swiss
companies to report on working conditions and employee
numbers, as Biedermann laughs: “In 2004, many Swiss
companies did not even disclose the number of people that
worked for them in Switzerland!” It has since majored on
assessing companies ‘codes of conduct’ for business ethics
and supply chain issues.

To be a member of Ethos in 2015, pension funds have
to buy at least by one of its four main products: asset
management, proxy voting, engagement or sustainability
analysis.

It now manages SFr 1.8bn in its funds business via a
range of Swiss and international equity
and bond portfolios run in partnership
with third party fund managers. It also
has a global partnership to enable
international share voting via its
membership of the Expert Corporate
Governance Service. The Foundation is
also an investment manager member of
the United Nations-supported Principles
for Responsible Investment (PRI).

“When we started the engagements
we were somewhat marginalised, but
later when we kept on contacting the
President of the Board in the name of
our pension fund members, companies started to realise
we were serious. Progressively, we became known
around the market. It is amazing to think back now,
because these days we are considered by many
companies to be loyal, long-term shareholders and they
regularly consult us on ESG issues! Our history gives us
very interesting credibility today.”

Dominique Biedermann, 
Chairman, Ethos

“ In 2005, we decided
that because we
demand lots of
transparency from
companies, we
ourselves had to be
transparent. 
We put all of our
member names on
the internet. No one
left ”

“when we kept on
contacting the
President of the
Board in the name of
our pension fund
members companies
started to realise we
were serious ”
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Of the three Swiss insurers that have signed up
to the United Nations-supported Principles
for Responsible Investment (PRI), two, Zurich

group and Swiss Re, are well known because of their
listings on international stock exchanges and their
business outside of Switzerland. But what exactly is
the third company known as Suva?

Founded in 1912, Suva, a state-owned company, is
one of the country’s biggest insurers. Based in the
picturesque city of Lucerne, it provides accident and
sickness insurance for almost 2m employees at 120,000

companies. From the employees, who
make up about half of the country’s
working population, it takes in about
CHF4bn (€3.7bn) in premiums annually
and has accumulated almost CHF50bn
in assets. 

Suva says it has always been
committed to responsible investing, but
decided in November 2013 to define
what that meant. One consequence

was that, from then on, the insurer would expect
investee companies to adhere to the principles enshrined
in the United Nations’ Global Compact. Another was that
Suva would start to promote responsible investment
publicly, which led to the insurer embracing the PRI and
also becoming one of the founders of Swiss Sustainable
Finance (SSF), a new lobby for the movement. 

Responsible Investor wanted to know more
about Suva and its now very public embrace of
responsible investing, so we interviewed Ernst
Mäder, the insurer’s Chief Financial Officer.

RI: Mr Mäder, Suva looks after CHF50bn in
insurance assets. How are they invested?
Ernst Mäder: Our investment strategy is based on long-
termism and diversification. Regarding the allocation, half
of the assets are in bonds and one quarter in listed and
non-listed equity. Another 10% is invested directly in Swiss
property. The remaining 15% is alternative investments,
including for example hedge funds and precious metals.

OK, what kind of returns do you generate with the
portfolio?
Our return last year was 7%. However, that is just a
snapshot and doesn’t say much about Suva’s long-term
oriented investment strategy, which is very much like big
and well-financed Swiss pension funds. Since January
2000, the cumulative performance of our portfolio is
71.6%. This compares with the 52.2% that Swiss pension
funds have, according to Credit Suisse, returned in the last
15 years.

Your return of 7% sounds impressive. What is the
target return you need to cover your liabilities as
required by Swiss law?
We need to have a performance of between 2 to 2.5%
annually to cover our liabilities, which naturally increase
with inflation.

Suva is a signatory to the PRI and as such respects
ESG (environmental, social and governance) issues
when investing. What is your exclusion policy?
Like other responsible investors, we rely on norm-based
screening. In our case it is based both on Swiss law and

“Founded in 1912,
Suva, a state-
owned company, 
is one of the
country’s biggest
insurers ”

Suva:
sustainable
public
insurance

INTERVIEW

Ernst Mäder, 
Chief Financial Officer, Suva
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the UN Global Compact. As a result, our exclusions pertain
to companies that are involved in the production of
controversial weapons like cluster bombs or nuclear
missiles; those that are guilty of child or forced labour;

and those that violate environmental
standards or human rights. We also
eschew agricultural companies so as
not to contribute to upward pressure
on prices. 

That said, we view exclusion as the
last resort and prefer to engage with
investees on ESG. Particularly in
Switzerland, we are large enough to
have a good deal of influence, and if
other investors with the same aims as
ours join us, we have even more.

Indeed, this was one of the reasons why we helped to
found the Swiss Sustainable Finance (SSF) initiative.

Once Suva has decided what to exclude, how do
you then integrate ESG and do you rely on ESG
ratings of companies?
Yes Suva does rely on ratings provided by companies that
specialise in them. I would like to stress, however, that Suva
has always invested profitably and in a sustainable manner.
The difference between now and then is that we are more
systematic about our sustainable investing and are especially
concerned with good corporate governance.

Do you vote all your shares and what is your voting
policy? And do you use a proxy advisor?
Yes, with respect to our direct equity investments, we vote
at around 100 annual meetings a year and communicate
how we voted on our website. 

When you discover abuses among companies in your
portfolio, how do you go about addressing them?
If there is clear evidence of a Swiss company we’re invested
in violating principles that are important to us we certainly
engage with either the board or management. In the case
of funds, we ensure that our managers are on the same
wavelength as we are. If, however, we are not able to
resolve the issues, we always have the option of divesting.

Ok, can you provide us with an example – either
negative or positive?
Our policy is not to divulge the companies we engage
with.

Last question: As a founding member of the SSF,
we would be interested to know if the lobby will
be able to get more Swiss pension funds involved
with sustainable investment? So far, only a small
number of the schemes have committed
themselves to it.
Swiss Sustainable Finance has just recently got started, so
it’s too early to tell how effective in 
it will be in that regard. We do, however,
expect that more institutional investors
will get involved with it. More generally,
we view SSF as a platform for an
exchange of ideas regarding sustainable
investment between the investors and
financial institutions that have signed up.
Work groups on the subject are also
planned. We therefore feel that the SSF
will be prove very valuable in raising consciousness about
the importance of sustainable investing and showing how
to do it in a practical way.

“we are large enough
to have a good deal
of influence, and if
other investors with
the same aims as
ours join us, we
have even more ”

“we view SSF (Swiss
Sustainable Finance)
as a platform for an
exchange of ideas
regarding sustainable
investment ”

Suva’s Rehabilitation Hospital in Sion, Switzerland
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“Konkurrenzveranstaltung” (competing event) was
what some observers of the German-speaking
sustainable investment industry were thinking
when it emerged last summer that Sabine Döbeli
had been named Chief Executive of Swiss
Sustainable Finance (SSF), a new Swiss lobby.
That’s because Döbeli had resigned a few months
before as Deputy Chair for Switzerland at FNG, the
Berlin-based sustainable investment lobby for the
German-speaking region of Europe. 

There are, however, differences between the
organisations. SSF, which has virtually all Swiss asset
managers among its 81 members, is focussed only on
the domestic market and as such can better represent
players in the French- and Italian-speaking parts of the

country than FNG was able to do.
Indeed, sources close to the events say
that this was the main reason for SSF’s
creation. FNG, meanwhile, has the
larger task of promoting sustainable
investing in the four German-speaking
markets (i.e. Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Liechtenstein) and to
represent those markets at the EU
level. There, it works with Eurosif, the
Brussels-based lobby. FNG has
furthermore lost none of its Swiss
members since the rise of SSF,
including Swiss private bank Vontobel,

where Döbeli is Head of Corporate Responsibility. 

Seven months after its launch, Responsible Investor
sat down with Döbeli to discuss the SSF’s mission, a key
part of which is to overcome scepticism of sustainable
investing that persists in Switzerland’s institutional
market.

RI: Ms Döbeli, SSF has several important asset
owners, including Swiss Re, Suva, Helvetia and Swiss
proxy firm Ethos. Yet apart from the sustainable
scheme Nest, one notices the conspicuous absence
of Swiss pension funds. Why is that?
Sabine Döbeli: Well, we have 10 asset
owners as members, including the ones
you mention. Apart from Nest, we have
Ethos representing the voting interests
of more than 100 Swiss pension
schemes, including bigger schemes like
Pensionskasse Post (pension fund for
postal employees) and Pensionskasse
Stadt Zürich (scheme for Zurich city
employees). So I would say it’s a pretty
good start. For asset owners who are
members, we have set up a working
group whose mission is to assist them in
their efforts to integrate ESG
(environmental, social and governance)
criteria into the investment process.
Together, we want to find out what the
challenges are in this endeavour and
develop guidelines. 

“SSF . . . is focussed
only on the domestic
market and as such
can better represent
players in the
French- and Italian-
speaking parts of the
country than FNG
was able to do ”

INTERVIEW

“For asset owners who
are members, we have
set up a working
group whose mission
is to assist them in
their efforts to
integrate ESG
(environmental, social
and governance)
criteria into the
investment process ”

Advancing 
Swiss
Sustainable
Finance
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Swiss Sustainable Finance
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That sounds like what the Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI), the London-based NGO that
promotes said principles, is doing…
What we are doing is related to the Swiss market. The
PRI is an international organisation that has attracted
very big and sophisticated asset owners. Here in
Switzerland, we have around 2,000 pension funds, many
of which are small and hence lack the resources and the
know-how to implement ESG integration. We see it as
the role of the SSF to translate what the PRI does on a
grand scale to the Swiss market. We want to show the
schemes in pragmatic fashion that ESG integration works
– i.e. that it helps them get a better handle on the risks
to their investments, and in doing so, improves the
risk/return profile. 

OK, how do you plan on cracking the Swiss pension
fund market, especially when there is widespread
scepticism toward sustainable investing? 
In principle yes, but I wouldn’t overstate its importance.
Many schemes were not happy about Minder, not only
because it means more hassle, but because they doubt it
will make much difference. Consider that Swiss pension
funds own about 5% of the share capital of listed Swiss

companies, and I’ve been told that
some of them are switching from
direct holdings to funds to circumvent
the voting requirement. 

Besides, will Minder really serve to
crack down on excessive pay? Some
companies avoid uncertainty by having
shareholders vote on a prospective cost
ceiling for top management
remuneration. This could actually result
in higher compensation levels. That’s
sometimes the problem with
regulation. One starts out with the best
intentions but hasn’t thought of all the

consequences or the added complexity it brings. I would
even venture to say that some annoyed Swiss schemes
are saying to themselves: “Because we’re tied up with
Minder, don’t even bother us with even more ESG.”

You sound very sceptical. Won’t, however, the
Minder initiative create an important voting block
against excessive pay at Swiss firms? That block
could also influence other investors…
I agree with you that if the Swiss schemes vote one way
or another on executive pay and communicate this
beforehand, that could send a strong signal to other big
investors. I look forward to seeing what this proxy season
brings.

Experts like Antoinette Hunziker-Ebneter, CEO of
sustainable asset manager Forma Futura, believe
that sustainable investing is about to break through
in Switzerland because pension funds member
increasingly demand it…
I haven’t seen much evidence for that so far. Even if there
is a shift, it’s going rather slowly. That said, there was an
interesting study last fall from RobecoSAM which
reflected that almost two-thirds of Swiss pension funds
members said they wanted their schemes to invest
sustainably. The study even showed that a majority

wanted the approach even if it meant that they would
have to sacrifice a few points of return! So it’s clear that
the Swiss have a need for sustainable investments and
we should fulfil it.

To advance the cause of sustainable investing, SSF
will need support from politicians in Berne. How can
the politicians help you?
First of all, we are not seeking more regulation for
pension funds, i.e. the Swiss
government mandating that the
schemes invest sustainably. What we
want to do is to remove hurdles to the
approach. Let me give you an example:
an impact fund that seeks to spur
economic development in emerging
economies is complex and, hence, costs
more than plain-vanilla funds. Yet in
Switzerland you can only deduct the
1.5% management fee from gross
income – even if it is higher in reality –
resulting in a tax disadvantage in offering such products.
Another example is taking a page from the EU and
requiring Swiss companies to report annually on their
ESG performance. 

Ms Hunziker-Ebneter, who used to head the Swiss
stock exchange, has even suggested making that
reporting a requirement for companies to list. Do
you support that?
What form the reporting takes is less of a concern to me
than the fact that the reporting should be done. We plan
to discuss this with politicians in Berne.

Finally, we’d like to ask what you believe will be the
main drivers of Switzerland’s sustainable investment
market, which currently totals just under €50bn.
In Switzerland, the sustainable market has so far been
driven by private demand. It accounts for roughly 50% of
the market and it will continue to be important. At the
same time, we’re seeing that the institutional share of
the market is increasing. This is due to the search for
investment opportunities in a time when bonds are
yielding next to nothing. Switzerland is also beginning to
transition to renewable energy from nuclear energy, so I
expect an uptick in institutional demand for green energy
investments.

But most of the growth will result from Swiss and
other institutional investors
strengthening ESG integration in their
portfolios. Asset managers see this in
an increasing share of RFPs (requests for
proposals) which explicitly state that
asset managers must, for example, be
signatories to the PRI. Meeting those
clients’ needs is a huge opportunity for
a place like Switzerland, which offers
sophisticated financial services. We will promote this as a
central element for a new asset management strategy
currently being developed by the Swiss Bankers’
Association. 

“Many schemes were
not happy about
Minder, not only
because it means
more hassle, but
because they doubt
it will make much
difference ”

“we are not seeking
more regulation for
pension funds, i.e. the
Swiss government
mandating that the
schemes invest
sustainably. ”

“we’re seeing that the
institutional share of
the market is
increasing ”
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